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Matroid Visualization
Avoiding false line incidents in geometric visualization methods for matroids

of rank 3.

Rik Schepens

August 21, 2016

Abstract

In this project we look at different ways to visualize matroids. We decide to focus on
geometric visualization for matroids of rank 3. We research what properties a geometric
visualization will have to uphold such that this visualization will be unequivocal and
clear. Based on these properties and the current implemented method for visualization
in SAGE[4] we design five new methods to form a geometric visualization to improve the
current method. We eventually use a combination of default point positioning schemes,
an algorithm that draws lines in a way to avoid false incidents with points and an
interactive tool where color can be used to distinguish lines. With these we are able to
make an unequivocal visualization more matroids.

1. Introduction

The motife for this project is simple. Current implementations for matroid visualization
regularly give confusing automatic visualizations. Visualizations that should help re-
searchers in the field of matroid theory to recognize structures in the matroid. The goal
is to find out what matters need to be accomplished to have an unequivocal visualization
of a matroid. After that we will look into the current algorithms for these visualizations
and try to improve them in such a way that this unequivocal visualization is obtained.
These algorithms will be implemented in SAGE [4]. Throughout this project we will
often use the Betsy-Ross matroid as an example, because the current visualization by
SAGE is not as clear as the known preferred visualization. As can be seen in Figure 1
and 2.

We will go through this subject step by step. In the first part we will look more closely
to what can define a matroid and we will also look at some special characteristics of
matroids. The definitions will help us with ways we might actually visualize the matroid,
and the characteristics give us some features we like to return in our visualizations. After
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Figure 1: The Betsy-Ross matroid as visualized by the current visualization in SAGE.

Figure 2: The preferred visualization of the Betsy-Ross matroid.

that we will look more into the art of visualization in general. Which elements contribute
to visualizing information, and how to do this properly?

In the second part we will start to dig deeper into matroid visualization. First we will
try to quantify what a matroid visualization should look like. And then one by one we
will look at each of the visualization elements and see how we can use them to get to
this visualization. The results of the algorithms obtained by this will then be compared
to the current visualization in SAGE[4] and visualization done by hand as can be seen
in Oxley’s Matroid Theory [1].
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2. What is a Matroid?

This section is a summary of parts of the paper with the same name by Oxley[3]. We
only look at the parts that are of interest for the visualization of matroids. First we will
look at multiple ways to define a matroid, briefly explaining them. After that we regard
the special characteristics that are in some sense interesting for visualization.

2.1. Definitions

We will look at some of the basic axiom systems existing for matroids. There are many
equivalent ways of defining a matroid, so we will focus on the most basic definitions and
some that may hold interesting ways for visualization. All axiom systems for a matroid
M are defined on a ground set E. We will refer to e ∈ E as an edge.

2.1.1. Independent sets I

The name matroid suggests that matroids may be related to matrices, and they are.
Even more the structure was introduced to try to abstractly capture the essence of
dependence.

Consider a matrix A over a field F. Let E be the set of column labels of A, and let
I be the collection of subsets I of E for which the multiset of columns labeled by I is
linearly independent over F. Then (E, I) is a particular example of a matroid. This set
I has the following properties:

I1. I 6= ∅.

I2. If J ∈ I and I ⊆ J , then I ∈ I.

I3. If I, J ∈ I with |J | = |I|+ 1, then there is an element x ∈ J − I with I ∪ x ∈ I.

Linear dependence however is just an example which complies to these abstract prop-
erties of dependence. A matroid can be any pair (E, I) consisting of a finite set E and
a collection of subsets of E satisfying these properties.

2.1.2. Bases B

From the definition for independent sets we can conclude that if we know all inclusionwise
maximal independent sets of I1, we actually already have sufficient information. We can
use these to construct the whole of I and thus we could also use this to define a matroid.
These maximal independent sets are called bases. This gives us a matroid we write as
(E,B), where B is the set of bases, with the following axioms:

B1. B 6= ∅.

B2. If B1, B2 ∈ B and B1 ⊆ B2, then B1 = B2.

1J ∈ I such that there is no J+ ∈ I that is a superset of J .
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B3. If B1, B2 ∈ B and x ∈ B1 \ B2, then there is an element y ∈ B2 \ B1 such that
(B1 \ {x}) ∪ {y} ∈ B.

2.1.3. Circuits C

Just like with the definition in bases, the axioms over independent sets also gives us a
way to define a matroid with only the minimal dependent sets of I 2. We call them
circuits. This gives us a matroid we write as (E, C) with the following axioms:

C1. ∅ /∈ C.

C2. If C1, C2 ∈ C and C1 ⊆ C2, then C1 = C2.

C3. If C1, C2 ∈ C with C1 6= C2, and x ∈ C1 ∩C2, then C3 ⊆ (C1 ∪C2)− {x} for some
C3 ∈ C.

2.1.4. Rank functions r

The number of elements of all bases of a matroid M is the same, we call this number
the rank of M . We can also look at the rank of a subset A of M , by considering the
submatroid (A,J ) where J ∈ J if and only if J ∈ I. The rank of all subsets define the
rank function r(A) of the matroid, which has the following properties:

R1. The value of the rank function is always a non-negative integer.

R2. For any subset A of E, r(A) ≤ |A|.

R3. For any two subsets A,B of E, r(A ∪B) + r(A ∩B) ≤ r(A)r(B).

R4. For any subset A and element x of E, r(A) ≤ r(A ∪ x) ≤ r(A) + 1.

If we have (E, r) satisfying these properties we have an alternative definition for ma-
troids once again. We can see this since the independent sets of the matroid over E
would be those subsets with r(A) = |A|.

2.1.5. Lattice of Flats L(M)

We can also define a matroid by looking at its flats. Flats are closed subsets of the
matroids, which means that the addition of another element would increase the rank of
the subset. The flats of a matroid have the following properties:

F1. If S and T are flats, then S ∩ T is a flat.

F2. If S is a flat, then the flats T that cover S partition the elements of E \ S.

F3. E is a flat.

2∀C ∈ C, I ∈ I, C * I.
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3. What is Visualization?

3.1. Visualization Elements

Before visualizing a matroid it is good to look at which elements we can use for visualizing
data in general[2]. These elements have been used in all kinds of visualizations, as will
be shown with some examples.

3.1.1. Color

Humans are able to distinguish object by their color quickly. For example one can
distinguish which states are predicted to vote Democratic and which are predicted to
vote Republican in the upcoming U.S. election in Figure 3

Figure 3: Red indicates a state is predicted to vote Democratic, blue indicates a state is
predicted to vote Republican.

3.1.2. Shape

The human eye is also very capable of distinguishing patterns or shapes. This can be
by lines, groups, symmetries or just by size. As is done for instance in fiugre 4.

3.1.3. Interaction

Interaction is a tool which can be split in two different applications. First of all a
modifying tool. Like adjusting some parameters. For example moving around the dots
in a graph, which might make it more easy for a viewer to observe the connections.
Figure 4 is also a nice exmaple of this, as the complete visualization actually contains
multiple years, which can be scrolled trough. The second is movement where interaction
is used to add another dimension, by enabling zoom and turn options to view a three-
dimensional object in different perspectives. Projecting on a three-dimensional space
naturally gives more options than projecting on a two-dimensional space.
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Figure 4: In this great visualization by Hans Rosling we can see that the size of circles
represents the population of the country. And at the same time color is used
to show the continent of the countries.

3.2. Rules of Thumb

In Visualization Analysis and Design by Tamara Munzner[2] there is also a chapter
dedicated to so-called ”Rules of Thumb”. We will not feel obliged to follow these rules
strictly, even the author does not recommend to do so, but by looking at these rules we
hope to achieve just a little more understanding in this field. And perhaps it will give
us some understanding in visualization of other objects, we might be able to translate
to a way to visualize matroids.

3.2.1. No unjustified 3D

To paraphrase, only use 3D, when you can actually justify having three dimensions.

3.2.2. No unjustified 2D

In short, could you have just used a list instead?

3.2.3. Eyes beat memory

In short, when in need to compare different groups of data, try to get them in one
picture.

3.2.4. Resolution over Immersion

In short, try to keep your resolution high.
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3.2.5. Overview First, Zoom and Filter, Details on Demand

When you are dealing with a large visualization and you want the audience to be able
to show more details, it is best to start with the overview, and not show any details yet.

3.2.6. Responsiveness is required

When interactiing with a visualization, the audience does not want to wait a long time
until it responds.

3.2.7. Get it right in black and white

Ensure that your visualization will still show the most important matter when in black
and white.

3.2.8. Function first, form next

A visualization should be effective first, before you start to make it look good.
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4. Defining Matroid Visualization

4.1. What to visualize?

Simply put our goal is to visualize a matroid. But to start with we will have to make a
choice on what to visualize. Since we have seen multiple ways of defining a matroid we
also have multiple ways of visualizing a matroid. For instance, we can try to visualize
all independent sets as objects or visualize all bases as objects. As there are less bases
as independent sets it would make sense to rather visualize these as objects. But then
again what kind of objects?

So let’s first look at the currently used visualizations. Currently the most common
visualization used in literature is geometric visualization. Visualizing non-trivial flats
of rank 2 to visualize matroids of rank 3, which is sufficient information to uniquely
define a matroid. We call a flat of rank 2 trivial if it only consists of 2 edges, since any
combination of two edges has rank 2.

We claim this type of visualization is also efficient since the amount of objects that
have to be visualized besides the edges is less then the amount of bases and circuits.
We can show this with a constructive proof. Let us take a non-trivial flat and an edge
outside this flat, we can construct at least 3 different bases by combining 2 edges in this
flat with this extra edge. Note that each of these bases could be constructed starting
out with one of 3 different non-trivial flats, namely those containing two of the edges
of this basis. Since we can construct 3 different bases per non-trivial flat, we can still
conclude that the amount of bases outnumbers the amount of non-trivial flats. Just like
that we can construct a circuit starting with a basis. We take the union of a basis and
an edge outside this basis, this will contain exactly one circuit.

Other visualization options, like drawing a connectivity graph for the bases, need to
visualize more objects for the same matroid. Then there are some methods like giving a
matrix representation of a matroid or a list of independent sets, which are not graphical,
and will not show direct relations between edges.

Since geometric visualization has these benefits of fitting a graphical visualization on
every matroid with the use of fewer objects compared to the other visualization methods
shown, we will choose to focus on this visualization method. The fact that this method
is used the most gives us both confidence in this choice and is also a good reason to
choose this since the visualizations will be recognizable to the prospected audience.
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Figure 5: Geometric visualization of the Fano matroid. The non-trivial flats are shown
as lines connecting the edges of these flats.

Figure 6: Matrix representation of the Fano matroid. A column represents an edge.
When a set of columns is linear independent, these edges form an independent
set.

4.2. How to visualize this?

With geometric visualization we visualize the edges E as points and draw lines through
points that form a non-trivial flat of rank 2. The remaining question here is how to draw
lines and where to put these points. After finding different types of confusing properties
in some examples, we identify the following properties as ground rules to rule out the
confusing visualizations:

1. Points have to be placed at a certain distance from each other so we can distinguish
them.

2. Lines have to be smooth, sharp curves make it harder to track where a line is going
and are thus not wanted.

3. Lines have to run through the points that are incident with it.

4. Lines have to avoid points that are not incident with the line, preferably with some
distance.

5. Lines have to be distinctive.
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Figure 7: In this example of R6 we see a situation where property 1 does not uphold,
which concludes to the fact that we can not surely identify which lines belong
to a and c. We also see a line that does not comply to property 2, which
makes it harder to follow and distinguish as one line, mostly when crossing
other lines. And on top of that we see a line that should have gone through
point e as indicated by the dotted line, but it doesn’t so we can’t tell if e is
part of that flat.

Figure 8: In this example of the current current visualization by SAGE we see a place
where property 4 is not complied to resulting in the possible thought that h is
part of the flat cdei. We also see an example of two lines overlapping, giving
the illusion that a line might run through fhk.

These are all ground rules based on the function of the visualization, as these have an
effect on the correct perception of the visualization. And as described in the Rules of
Thumb (section 3.2.8) these should come first. These rules assure that we are able to
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track a line without errors and identify the edges of that flat. It might take a while, but
we will identify the correct edges. After that we can also look at other properties that
make the visualization look good, those that help recognize certain structures faster:

6. Lines have to be as short as possible.

7. Symmetries within the matroid have to be symmetric in the visualization as much
as possible.

Geometric visualization already has some characteristics from the visualized flats that
actually help out with these ground rules. For instance F1 assures that it is possible
to only use lines without overlap (property 5), since if we could draw a line through
for instance A,B,C and A,B,D using two straight lines, this would indicate that the
overlap between these flats has A,B as elements. And since F1 gives us that this overlap
must be a flat, this has to be a flat of rank 2. However, we can conclude that this set is
not closed since both C and D can clearly be added. (See Figure 9.)

Figure 9: Both C and D would have to be on the dotted line, making straight lines
without overlap impossible.

Our goal now is to develop visualization algorithms such that resulting visualizations
follow all these properties. For this we will use SAGE [4]. For two main reasons, it
is commonly used for matroid computation, and it already has an implementation for
matroid visualization we can build upon. In the next section we will analyse th current
implementation in SAGE, after which we will look at where we are able to improve this
method.
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5. Matroid Visualization Currently

The current implementation, SAGE version 7.1, is made by Jayant Apte. Besides a
default implementation, the current implementation also contains several options for
the user. First we will look at the default implementation after which we will also
elaborate on the options.

5.1. Current method

To achieve the goal of showwing the geometric representation of the matroid we will have
to form a Graphic object from the SAGE library. After selecting the prefered optional
method, this starts out by placing the edges as points on a grid. At the same time we
identify the non-trivial flats. With the positions of the edges and a list of non-trivial
flats we can now decide on how the lines should be drawn. Finally this is all put in a
Graphic object in the designed font, and it is shown.

5.1.1. Point Placement

The positioning of the points is done by first selecting a 3 ground set elements, by default
this is the first basis the algorithm finds. These are placed on the vertices of a triangle.
When two of these are part of a non-trivial flat, we place the remaining edges on the
straight line between with the same distance between them. Now we take the set of
points that are not a part of the non-trivial flats of the edges that are put at the corners.
These are placed inside the triangle at prefixed positions without taking into account
any flats they may belong to. First we place a point in the centre. After that we put
the next point just slightly up and to the left, or when the edge of the triangle is not
used by a flat earlier, we put it on there. And that way we kind of spiral our way untill
all points are placed inside the triangle. Of course this gives a little symmetry to to
placement, as the spiral has some symmetries (see Figure 10).

5.1.2. Flat Identifying

Identifying the non-trivial flats is done easily. There is a method in place to get a list
with all flats of a certain rank. We now look at those with three or more edges.

5.1.3. Line Drawing

By now all points have (x, y)-coordinates generated by the point placement method,
and we like to draw lines between those points if they form a non-trivial flat. When a
non-trivial flat and the location of the edges part of it is known, we first have to decide
of an order of the points to cross with the line. Do we start in point a go through
point b followed by c and d, or is the order more like c, a, d, b? In the default method
we pick one of two options. Either we decide to start with the point with the lowest y-
coordinate going up, this is a lexicographical order on the y-coordinate, or we start with
the point with the lowest x-coordinate going right, this is a lexicographic order on the
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Figure 10: AG(2,7) matroid, which has 49 edges, with points placed with the current
algorithm, the red line indicates the spiral.

x-coordinate. We choose to draw from the left-to-right when the maximum difference
of the x-coordinate between two points of the flat is larger and we draw top-to-bottom
when the maximum difference of the y-coordinate of two points of the flat is larger. We
now use these ordered points and use spline interpolation to fit a curve through these
points.

5.1.4. Options

Jayant Apte also implemented a few options. First of all the user could specify the
placement of the points by giving a list of placements on a 2D grid, this overrides the
default point placement method. It also has an option to specify the order in which lines
are drawn, so we could for instance start in the middle going to the left and end on the
right.

Second there is a method that remembers the placement from the previous visualiza-
tion. This means we do not have to specify the positions we like more than once.

Finally there is also an option to select a basis as the ground set yourself, overriding
the default ground set.

5.2. Evaluation

Let us first look at the functional rules defined previously. The point placement method
does indeed keep the points at a certain distance that we can distinguish them, up to
a reasonable amount of points. Since we start out with a limited panel, every method
has a limit of a certain amount of points as the distance between points will at some
point become less than the size of the circles representing the points. Secondly the lines
are indeed smooth. And of course the lines run through the points incident with the
line. Properties 4 and 5 are met less often. As we can see in Figure 11 there are false
incidents and there are places where lines could be confused with one another.
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Figure 11: We can identify places where property 4 and 5 do not hold up in the current
visualization by SAGE.

Figure 12: Geometric visualization of the Fano matroid.

When looking at the secondary properties we see that lines are indeed as short as
possible. We also see some symmetries. When looking at visualisation like in Figure
12 we see a very symmetric visualization. But if these symmetries can not be seen in a
triangle, like with the Betsy-Ross matroid, we see way less symmetry.

Finally let us look at the Rules of Thumb (section 3.2).
First of all we don’t use 3D, so we don’t have to worry about that.
Next question would be if we could have used a list. Technically we could list all

non-trivial flats or independent sets, but this would take way longer to interpret. Thus
the second dimension is justified.

Next do eyes beat memory? While indeed all the information is in one picture, we
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could improve on this point. Since we have to track a line to identify a flat it is pretty
hard to identify similar flats. More symmetry would help with this.

The resolution of the images is also good. We can easily identify lines and points, it
would become troublesome if we couldn’t.

The fifth and sixth rule are about interaction, and since there is no interaction used
in this visualization we comply with these easily.

Just as we don’t use interaction we also don’t use colors, so we absolutely got it right
in black and white.

Finally how functional is the visualization? Some of the properties we defined as
necessary for a functional unequivocal visualization are not fulfilled all of the time, so
this should be improved first.
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6. Matroid Visualization and Color

6.1. Color Method

Using color to help identify different lines in the matroid visualization looks like a very
viable choice at first inspection. Our goal here is to improve the current visualization
to perform better on property 5. So starting out with the current implementation we
would add an option to color all lines. The rules would be simple, lines of the same
color can not cross. One can model this problem as a graph coloring problem, where we
would model the lines of the matroid visualization as vertices in the graph and add an
edge between these vertices when the condition crosses holds.

Figure 13: Betsy-Ross Matroid

We divide crossings in two categories. First of all lines that cross at the edges.
Secondly lines that cross somewhere else, either necessary or unnecessary. If we just
take into account the first category for now, we can use Brooks’ theorem to find an
upper bound for the amount of colors, χ, needed:

χ ≤ ∆ + 1 ≤ p · n+ 1 (1)

Here p is the maximum number of edges on a line in the matroid visualization, and n
the number of lines going through the same edge. Which in our case form an upperbound
for ∆, the maximum degree in a graph. We see that even when neglecting a category
of crossings we do not have a low upper bound for χ. When looking at examples like
the Fano matroid and the Betsy-Ross matroid we find respective coloring numbers of 7
and 5. When we look at the graph corresponding to the coloring problem we could use
known methods for graph coloring problems to find a coloring scheme.
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Figure 14: Graph corresponding with Betsy-Ross Matroid for coloring problem

6.2. Interactive Color Method

Color is also useful on a local scale, for instance as a way to interact with the visualization.
Here it would not be our goal to assure property 5, but when we see a place where
property 5 does not hold, we will be able to help ourselves out and use this tool to
interact with the visualization and make some of the lines more distinctive. We take
the current implementation as a basis and add an option where one can address an edge
to be colored in the show method, resulting in the fact that all lines incident with this
edge will be of different colors. To do this we adjust the line drawing part just slightly.
Before we draw a line we check if it contains the edge that should be colored. If it does
we take the first available color from a set color dictionary.

6.2.1. Examples
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Figure 15: In case of the current Betsy-Ross matroid, we can give more indication at
what lines run through point h, and how they run.

Figure 16: (l) Ternary Dowling Matroid as depicted by current SAGE methods (r)
Ternary Dowling matroid with lines going through d colored.

6.3. Evaluation Color Methods

6.3.1. Color method

Looking at our ground rules this method will in fact achieve the goal to perform better on
property 5. We can also conclude that it does not perform any worse on any of the other
properties. However when looking at the effect of this change on the Rules of Thumb
(section 3.2) we have to conclude that it will not do well in black and white (section
3.2.7). When using colors we should be able to distinguish them in both brightness and
hue, which would conclude in a recommended use of at most six different colors. Since
we conclude that we do not have a good upper bound for the amount of colors needed,
and examples show that we will often need quite a lot, we must say that we can’t comply
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with this rule.

6.3.2. Interactive Color Method

The goal for this method is a little more complicated, since there is interaction involved.
We can see from Figure 15 that coloring the blue line does actually help to distinguish
it from the adjacent line at point k. So it can help to improve the visualization on
property 5, but this will of course be depending on the choice of the edge one wishes to
use this method on. In the case of Figure 15 we can even see a black line going through
point h, while all lines incident with h are colored, which in this case thus also helps us
identifying a false incident and thus one could argue this even helps out with property
4. We may actually conclude that this tool can help a user confirm or contradict their
suspicions on false incidents and indistinctive lines.

When looking at the Rules of Thumb (section 3.2) we once again conclude that this
method does not do really well in black and white (section 3.2.7). The amount of colors
used however is less than with the previous method, which makes it doable. Besides as
mentioned earlier interaction is involved. This means our method will also have effects
on the perception of other rules. First of all, details should be on demand (section
3.2.5). And since the option is still open to use the current method without using the
current method on top, we can say that the method complies with this rule. The last
rule this method has an alternate effect on is responsiveness (section 3.2.6). Of course it
would be best if we can interact with a visualization by actually clicking on the image.
But SAGE does not have this option at the moment, so we will have to interact by
using the command line. The responsiveness thus could not be better in the current
implementation, so we will accept this responsiveness.
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7. Matroid Visualization and Shapes

Currently the visualization of matroids uses two types of shapes, points to indicate
the edges, and lines to indicate the flats. The visualization for both of them is done
separately. This makes life easier, so we will also first look at methods addressing the
point placement and after that we will look at the line drawing algorithms.

7.1. Default Positioning Method

The current implementation already assures property 1. So we don’t really need to
change anything about the point placement, but better placement could result in shorter
lines or more symmetries and thus improve our evaluation on the secondary properties
6 and 7 , which would be our goal here.

When looking at the current implementation we see that points are placed in a fashion
that is favorable for the Fano matroid and similar matroids. This way of categorizing
seems a solid way to improve point placement in favor of the secondary properties.

For now we are able to take a step forward by adding a default placement to items
in the matroid catalog using the option that is already in place for this. This catalog
contains approximately 50 special matroids, of which most have a common point place-
ment in literature. We did this for a number of matroids, by using the already available
option to save a certain positioning scheme for the points.

7.1.1. Examples

Figure 17: First row (l) R6 matroid (c) Betsy-Ross matroid (r) P6 matroid
bottom row (l) P7 matroid (c) Q6 matroid (r) Pappus matroid
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7.2. Random Placement Method

It does not likely give a good visualization, but we can try to place our point randomly,
while upholding property 1, and see what this will result in. We will keep the currently
used methods to draw the lines, just build another point placement option.

To uphold property 1, we will have to add some demands of our placement. Given
our limited panel, for placing p points, we like to uphold a certain minimum for the
distance between points, note that it is not obliged to stay within a certain distance of
the outside of the panel. Now if the panel has a surface area of A, we divide this by the
number of points and find that we can give each point on average A

p surface area. Now if

we define a circle around each point with radius smaller then
√

A
p·π , we can assure that

these circles will not cover the whole panel, simply because the total area of the these
circles is less then that of the panel. Now if we place a point and mark the respective
circle, because we know the circle can not cover the entire surface area, there is still a
place left where the next point can be placed outside the marked area.

Now using a simple brute force algorithm to place the points, by drawing a random
place on the panel and placing the point if this point has desired distance to the already
placed points, we will be able to achieve this random placement while upholding property
1. Of course the more points one has, and the more one chooses to have the desired

distance close to
√

A
p·π , the more time this algorithm will take.

7.2.1. Examples

Figure 18: Betsy Ross matroid with three different random point placements.
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Figure 19: AG(2, 7) matroid with two different random point placements.

7.3. Adjusting Lines Method

At the moment spline interpolation is used to get the smooth line through the points
and thus fulfilling properties 2 and 3. This however does not comply to property 4,
avoiding points that are not incident with that line. Unfortunately the splines can not
be adjusted to also upkeep this property. So we try a method with piecewise polynomial
interpolation, with as our goal to comply to property 4. We keep the current methods
for the point placement, identifying the non-trivial flats and ordering the points in place,
we just adjust the way lines are drawn given a list of points it has to go through and a
list it should not go through.

7.3.1. Modeling Lines

When taking a general approach we come to the following problem:
Drawing a continuously differentiable curve C through an ordered set

of points Pi, while staying outside of a set of areas Q.
The curve has to go thorugh the points Pi to ensure property 3. To uphold property

2 we want the curve to be continiously differentiable. And to comply with property 4
we need it to avoid certain areas Q. In our case the areas Q are circles that define a
certain distance around a set of points.

Now first we must make some modeling decisions on how we would like a curve C to
run. After that we show how to draw such a curve. Let us first define some terminology.
Since we want to use piece-wise polynomial interpolation we divide our curve C in sec-
tions ci where ci is a curve between points Pi and Pi+1. We will also need the derivative
of the curve C at the points where the sections ci meet, these are the points Pi, so we
denote the derivative in such a point as δPi.

First we will construct a curve C that is continuously differentiable and goes through
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the ordered set of points Pi, without taking our areas Q into account. The idea is to
check if a curve ci meets our requirement regarding property 4 afterwards, and if it
doesn’t we will adjust that single section without having to change the other curves ci
that form the curve C. Since we want the line to be continuously differentiable this
means we will need to have fixed derivatives at the points δPi. So our most important
modeling choice will be how these will be fixed. Since we use piecewise polynomial inter-
polation this comes down to equal derivatives at the points where one polynomial ends
and the other begins.

When looking at the case ||P || = 3 and ||Q|| = 0, we conclude that if these three are in
a line, we will want them to be connected by a straight line (see Figure 20). When they
are not is when it becomes interesting. Since we want the curves to connect smoothly
we choose to have the derivative in point Pi be equal to the angle between Pi−1 and
Pi+1. This will give the straight line in the first case and will also give a smooth line
in other cases (see Figure 21). For the points at the edge of the line we do not have
to give a demand to the derivative, since no curves connect here. Note that these set
requirements are also rotation invariant, which means we will only have to prove one
case and it will apply for all other cases as well.

Figure 20: 3 points which can be connected by a straight line, should be connected by a
straight line

7.3.2. Drawing Lines

With these modeling requirements set, we can now focus on drawing a single curve ci,
that will comply with the first two demands. In the next part we will show how to
adjust this curve to avoid the areas Q. Since our modeling requirements are invariant to
rotation and of course placement of the axis, we can slightly simplify the problem. First
of all let us look at a curve ci with one of the points at the end of the curve C, and thus
without requirements to the derivative at this point. By clever placement we manouver
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Figure 21: 3 points which can’t be connected by a straight line should connect in the
angle of the straight line.

our points to Pi = (0, 0) and Pi+1 = (p, 0) and the remaining derivative to δPi+1 = d.
Simple polynomial interpolation gives us a polynomial of second degree:

{(x, y)|y =
d

p
· x2 − d · x, 0 ≤ x ≤ p} (2)

Note that this is analoguous to the case where the derivative is not fixed at the other
point.

For the problem were both derivatives are fixed, we use a different placement where
Pi = (0, 0), Pi+1 = (p, q), δPi = 0 and δPi+1 = d. Using the same technique we now get:

{(x, y)|y = (
d

p2
− 2q

p3
) · x3 + (

3q

p2
− d

p
) · x2, 0 ≤ x ≤ p} (3)

Using this technique results in slightly different curves than the ones that we got with
splines, as one can see in Figure 22. In this example coincidently it also already created
a little more distance between the lines and the points it is not incident with. On the
other hand, we spot that at the beginning/ending of a curve we get some unexpected
angles. Since we decided we would not restrict this angle, this was possible, though we
did not expect this result.

7.3.3. Adjusting Lines

We now have a continuously differtentiable curve C curves ci through an ordered set of
points Pi, we now like to evade certain areas Q. First we need to know how these areas
are defined. For our purpose of evading points by a certain distance these areas are all
defined as circles. Which means we can also write this part of our problem as a problem
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Figure 22: Using the newly developed technique to draw the lines, we see lines at point
h and j that are pretty much scraping but not incident.

for all i, j, where we like the distance function to points Qj to comply with:

D(ci, Qj) ≥ εi,j (4)

So lets first take a crack at the distance function. We like to calculate the minimal
distance between a fixed point and a curve. We can pinpoint some points of interest on
this curve, where the minimum distance might be reached. One way of finding these is
looking for places where the tangent of the curve ci is perpendicular to the line coming
from the point Qj . Since all parts of the curve are polynomials this will give a finite
number of solutions.3 After that we take the minimum over these points of interest and
find where the minimum distance is actually reached.

Now using this method to pinpoint points of interest, because they are local opti-
mums, we calculate the actual distance to these points and naturally we should add the
distance to the points at the end Pi, Pi+1 as these points could also be the minimum.
And now we simply take the minimal value of this set. This will give us the value of
D(ci, Qj). However the program actually uses and prefers to describe lines as a serie of
points, with a high resolution, over actually describing every line in detail. So in practice
we can actually just take a minimum over the whole set to find a good approxation for
the distance between the curve and the point.

Now we know how to calculate D(ci, Qj), we now have to choose a value for εi,j . Since
the points Pi are fixed anyway, it does not make sense to pick εi,j ≥ min(D(Pi, Qj), D(Pi+1, Qj)).
If one picks this anyway, we won’t find a curve to fulfill our requirements. It thus makes
sense to take a portion of this, this we will work no matter how close a point Pi and Qj

3There are cases, like circles, where one has a section with the same distance, so an infinite number of
solutions. These cases do not happen with our method.
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are. For now we will choose εi,j =
min(D(Pi,Qj),D(Pi+1,Qj))

2 .

We finally have our requirements for the adjustment all figured out. All that is left is
choose a way to adjust our curves. We do this by taking the current curve ci:

{(x, y)|y = p(x), a ≤ x ≤ b} (5)

And adding another polynomial to the current one, a polynomial with the properties
that itself and it derivative are equal to zero at the points a and b where the polynomial
meets the points Pi and Pi+1. A simple example would be:

y = g(x) = v · (x− a)2 · (x− b)2 (6)

When using the distance function on this new curve:

{(x, y)|y = p(x) + g(x), a ≤ x ≤ b} (7)

We will now be able to adjust our constant v ∈ R such that we will comply with the
distance requirement 4. And naturally we will be looking to be doing that with ||v||
as small as possible, since this will result in the smallest leading term, and these are
concerned to be more smooth.

Equations (7), (6) and (4) and the fact that we ask ||v|| to be as small as possible now
give us the following optimization problem:

minimize ||v||
subject to D(ci, Qj) ≥ εi,j , i, j ∈ N

ci = {(x, y)|y = p(x) + g(x), a ≤ x ≤ b}
g(x) = v · (x− a)2 · (x− b)2

It will suffice to use a binary search to find such a value v. First we look at the first
and most common case, where the adjustment is only needed for 1 point. Using the
example of Figure 22, we note two points of interest where adjustments should be made.
Using different values for εi,j , we try to figure out the correct value for these.

We can now see that we need at least εi,j =
min(D(Pi,Qj),D(Pi+1,Qj))

3 just to make sure
the algorithm is not too sensitive. The resulting distance also seems to fulfill property
4 in the example of the Betsy-Ross Matroid, the lines in Figure 22 that were too close
are now moved.

7.3.4. Resulting Lines

The resulting curve C consists of pieces ci, which are polynomials with degree 4. C is
indeed continuously differentiable and goes through all points Pi. Our final question
would be if it actually assures that we fulfill property 4 and evade all areas Q.

A lot of this comes down to the choice for ε. When choosing εi,j >
min(D(Pi,Qj),D(Pi+1,Qj))

2
we get a situation where circles could be connected, and thus we get a situation where
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Figure 23: Adjusting lines to keep a distance bigger then
min(D(Pi,Qj),D(Pi+1,Qj))

2

Figure 24: Adjusting lines to keep a distance of
min(D(Pi,Qj),D(Pi+1,Qj))

2

Figure 25: Adjusting lines to keep a distance of
min(D(Pi,Qj),D(Pi+1,Qj))

3

we might get a situation where Pi and Pi+1 are not connected. In which case obviously

no curve will be able to fulfull property 4. When εi,j <
min(D(Pi,Qj),D(Pi+1,Qj))

2 we know
for sure these circles are not connected, and thus we know for sure our points Pi and
Pi+1 are. This garantuees that there is a curve possible between these points, this does
not have to be a polynomial of degree 4, which means we might not always be able to
construct a solution the way we try. To avoid trying for too long a time we stop our
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binary search after 10 times. Resulting in visualizations like in Figure 35.

7.3.5. Examples

Figure 26: P6 matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current SAGE
method, (r) adjusting lines method

Figure 27: R6 matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current SAGE
method, (r) adjusting lines method

Figure 28: Q6 matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current SAGE
method, (r) adjusting lines method
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Figure 29: P7 matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current SAGE
method, (r) adjusting lines method

Figure 30: Pappus matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current SAGE
method, (r) adjusting lines method

Figure 31: Non-Pappus matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current
SAGE method, (r) adjusting lines method
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Figure 32: Fano matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current SAGE
method, (r) adjusting lines method

Figure 33: AG(2, 3)− matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current
SAGE method, (r) adjusting lines method

Figure 34: AG(2, 3) matroid by different methods, (l) default method, (c) current SAGE
method, (r) adjusting lines method
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Figure 35: AG(2, 4) matroid by different methods (l) current SAGE method, (r) adjust-
ing lines method

Figure 36: AG(2, 5) matroid by different methods (l) current SAGE method, (r) adjust-
ing lines method
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Figure 37: AG(2, 7) matroid by different methods (l) current SAGE method, (r) adjust-
ing lines method
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7.4. Evaluation Shape Methods

7.4.1. Default Positioning Method

This method without doubt ticks off all criteria for the matroids that are given a default
visualization. The fact that we can only save the position of the points does technically
mean that there could be examples where lines remain to have false incidents, e.g. where
a curved line should be drawn in a certain method. Like in Figure 33, the lines here
do not have false incidents but Oxley would draw the curved lines outside of the sqaure
formed by the edges. For these cases we would have to write a different method, but
the same principle is applicable. The part where this method fails the most, is the fact
that it only improves the visualization for a limited number of matroids. Even when we
would save a default visualization for a thousand matroids, there would be a matroid
that is not visualized as we would like by our set criteria.

7.4.2. Random Placement Method

This method is not based on the current placement method, so we will really have to
look at all the ground rules to see the succes of the method. First of all the points
are indeed placed at a certain distance from each other. But just like with the current
method we have a limited panel, so there comes a point where the distance between the
points is smaller then the circles drawn to represent the points. Second of all the lines are
indeed smooth and run through the points that are incident with that line. The current
algorithm for the lines is used here, so this is somewhat obvious. Just as the current
method used by SAGE this method does not guarantee property 4 and 5, depending on
how the points are randomly placed the number of times this happens could be both
increased and decreased. Also no symmetries are even used, so it does not improve the
current method on that part either.

7.4.3. Adjusting Lines Method

The goal of this method was to improve the current visualization on property 4 as can
clearly be seen with at the two false incidents at point a in the Pappus matroid in Figure
30. The method used seems to do this very well though only with smaller matroids. With
bigger matroids, as can be seen with examples like in Figure 37, there are no lines found
that fully comply resulting in an attempt that doesn’t work. It does have some effects
on the other properties as well. As we can see in Figure 30 we have lines that are not
as smooth at point b and h. This has to do with the currently set angle of entry at the
endpoints of a line. Also the method does not address property 5, nor the secondary
properties. Thus improvement is there but it is also limited. The improvement further
only has effect on the functionality of the visualization, so it also works conform the
Rules of Thumb for visualization.
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8. Conclusion

After looking at the properties of matroids and the principles of visualization, we evalu-
ated the current visualization techniques for matroids and looked for other possibilities.
We concluded that geometric visualization is the most effective form of visualization for
matroids that we found. Based on this we formed a set of five ground rules for this type
of visualization which are used to define an unequivocal visualization of a matroid. On
top of this we also formed two secondary rules, which help us define if the visualization
is of the best form.

1. Points have to be placed at a certain distance from each other so they are separable.

2. Lines have to be smooth, sharp curves make it harder to track where a line is going
and are thus not wanted.

3. Lines have to run through the points that are incident with the line.

4. Lines have to avoid points that are not incident with the line, preferably with some
distance.

5. Lines have to be distinctive.

6. Lines have to be as short as possible.

7. Symmetries within the matroid have to be symmetric in the visualization as much
as possible.

Based on this we analyzed the current method used by SAGE[4] to see where im-
provement was needed. We have designed five new methods to compute geometric
visualizations for matroids of which four have been implemented. We compared them
to the current method on the set criteria, namely the ground rules, the secondary rules
and the Rules of Thumb about visualization.

Table 1: Comparing methods with the current method as benchmark, where + marks
improvement, ++ marks big improvement, 0 is the benchmark, - marks some
decline, +/- marks that it could both improve or decline.

Property
Method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Remarks

Current 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Color 0 0 0 0 ++ 0 0 Breaks visualization Rules of Thumb
Interactive Color 0 0 0 + ++ 0 0 Requires interaction for effect
Default Positioning 0 0 0 ++ ++ + ++ Only works for limited amount of matroids
Random Placement 0 0 0 +/- +/- 0 –
Adjusting Lines 0 - 0 ++ 0 0 0 Only works well with smaller matroids.
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First of all we designed a method that would give all lines that cross have a different
color. This does in fact help with property 5, but we also concluded that it breaks the
visualization Rules of Thumb. This leads to the fact that this is the only algorithm that
was not implemented.

After this we designed an interactive coloring method, where, through interaction on
the command line, we could color lines incident through a certain point. Besides helping
to make lines more distinct this also lead to the fact that we can identify false incidents.
And though interaction is required this is a great tool to help clear up confusing parts,
false incidents and indistinctive lines, of a visualization.

After looking at color we shifted our focus to the objects. What could we do to improve
the placement of points and lines? The first thing we did was implement default point
placements for some known matroids and their visualizations. This results in great
visualization for these matroids, but does not help with other matroids.

The fourth methods we designed is based on random placement of points. The ef-
fects of this method are little. The major effect is that if one is not satisfied with the
given placement by the current algorithm, we can mix it up. Sometimes for the better,
sometimes for the worse.

The last method we worked on is designed to rule out false incidents. The method
without doubt improves the current algorithm on this point. We also noticed that some-
times it does have lines that are less smooth.

Overall we have three new methods that improve the current method on certain points.
We can combine these algorithms, where first of we look for a default positioning, when
there is none available we draw lines using the adjusting lines method. And when there
are still some indistinctive lines we can interact with color to distinguish these lines.
With this combination we find that we have a method that will at the very least follow
the ground rules, resulting in an unequivocal visualization.

8.1. Recommendations

The Adjusting Lines Method currently has the effect that some lines become less smooth
than the current method. There is work left to be done to improve this smoothness.
When looking at the secondary properties that were set we also see that mainly in the
area of symmetry there is still a lot of improvement possible. Besides this the biggest flaw
of the developed methods is that they only work on matroids of rank 3. We neglected
matroids of rank 4 or higher because geometric visualization for these matroids has
different properties that requires a different approach.

Also notable is that with the current SAGE release it is not possible to interact with
the visualization itself, for instance by dragging certain points. This is an interesting
approach which might be considered when this possibility does exist.
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A. Interactive Color Method code

The following python code shows the methods of the class matroid plot helpers that
contribute to the implementation of the Interactive Color Method. Besides these meth-
ods some altering had to be done to classes like matroid to ensure the carrying of some
variable.

1 def geomrep(M1 , B1=None , lineorders1=None , pd=None , sp=False , pc=None):
2 """
3 Return a SAGE graphics object containing geometric representation of
4 matroid M1.
5
6 INPUT:
7
8 - ‘‘M1‘‘ -- A matroid.
9 - ‘‘B1‘‘ -- (optional) A list of elements in ‘‘M1.groundset()‘‘ that

10 correspond to a basis of ‘‘M1‘‘ and will be placed as vertices of the
11 triangle in the geometric representation of ‘‘M1 ‘‘.
12 - ‘‘lineorders1 ‘‘ -- (optional) A list of ordered lists of elements of
13 ‘‘M1.grondset()‘‘ such that if a line in geometric representation is
14 setwise same as any of these then points contained will be traversed in
15 that order thus overriding internal order deciding heuristic.
16 - ‘‘pd‘‘ - (optional) A dictionary mapping ground set elements to their
17 (x,y) positions.
18 - ‘‘sp‘‘ -- (optional) If True , a positioning dictionary and line orders
19 will be placed in ‘‘M._cached_info ‘‘.
20 - ‘‘pc‘‘ -- (optional) An element of the groudnset , for wich the lines
21 will be colored.
22
23 OUTPUT:
24
25 A SAGE graphics object of type <class ’SAGE.plot.graphics.Graphics ’> that
26 corresponds to the geometric representation of the matroid.
27
28 EXAMPLES ::
29
30 SAGE: from SAGE.matroids import matroids_plot_helpers
31 SAGE: M=matroids.named_matroids.P7()
32 SAGE: G=matroids_plot_helpers.geomrep(M)
33 SAGE: G.show(xmin=-2, xmax=3, ymin=-2, ymax =3)
34 SAGE: M=matroids.named_matroids.P7()
35 SAGE: G=matroids_plot_helpers.geomrep(M,lineorders1 =[[’f’,’e’,’d ’]])
36 SAGE: G.show(xmin=-2, xmax=3, ymin=-2, ymax =3)
37
38 .. NOTE::
39
40 This method does NOT do any checks.
41 """
42 G = Graphics ()
43 # create lists of loops and parallel elements and simplify given matroid
44 [M, L, P] = slp(M1, pos_dict=pd, B=B1)
45 if B1 is None:
46 B1 = list(M.basis ())
47 M._cached_info = M1._cached_info
48
49 if M.rank() == 0:
50 limits = None
51 loops = L
52 looptext = ", ".join([str(l) for l in loops ])
53 rectx = -1
54 recty = -1
55 rectw = 0.5 + 0.4* len(loops) + 0.5 # controlled based on len(loops)
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56 recth = 0.6
57 G += polygon2d ([[rectx , recty], [rectx , recty+recth],
58 [rectx+rectw , recty+recth], [rectx+rectw , recty]],
59 color=’black’, fill=False , thickness =4)
60 G += text(looptext , (rectx +0.5, recty +0.3) , color=’black’,
61 fontsize =13)
62 G += point(( rectx +0.2, recty +0.3), color=Color(’#BDBDBD ’), size =300,
63 zorder =2)
64 G += text(’Loop(s)’, (rectx +0.5+0.4* len(loops )+0.1, recty +0.3),
65 fontsize =13, color=’black’)
66 limits = tracklims(limits , [rectx , rectx+rectw], [recty , recty+recth])
67 G.axes(False)
68 G.axes_range(xmin=limits [0]-0.5, xmax=limits [1]+0.5 ,
69 ymin=limits [2]-0.5, ymax=limits [3]+0.5)
70 return G
71 elif M.rank() == 1:
72 if M._cached_info is not None and \
73 ’plot_positions ’ in M._cached_info.keys() and \
74 M._cached_info[’plot_positions ’] is not None:
75 pts = M._cached_info[’plot_positions ’]
76 else:
77 pts = {}
78 gnd = sorted(M.groundset ())
79 pts[gnd [0]] = (1, float (2)/3)
80 G += point((1, float (2)/3) , size =300, color=Color(’#BDBDBD ’), zorder =2)
81 pt = [1, float (2)/3]
82 if len(P) == 0:
83 G += text(gnd[0], (float(pt[0]), float(pt[1])) , color=’black’,
84 fontsize =13)
85 pts2 = pts
86 # track limits [xmin ,xmax ,ymin ,ymax]
87 pl = [list(x) for x in pts2.values ()]
88 lims = tracklims ([None , None , None , None], [pt[0] for pt in pl],
89 [pt[1] for pt in pl])
90 elif M.rank() == 2:
91 nB1 = list(set(list(M.groundset ())) - set(B1))
92 bline = []
93 for j in nB1:
94 if M.is_dependent ([j, B1[0], B1 [1]]):
95 bline.append(j)
96 interval = len(bline )+1
97 if M._cached_info is not None and \
98 ’plot_positions ’ in M._cached_info.keys() and \
99 M._cached_info[’plot_positions ’] is not None:

100 pts2 = M._cached_info[’plot_positions ’]
101 else:
102 pts2 = {}
103 pts2[B1[0]] = (0, 0)
104 pts2[B1[1]] = (2, 0)
105 lpt = list(pts2[B1[0]])
106 rpt = list(pts2[B1[1]])
107 for k in range(len(bline )):
108 cc = (float (1)/ interval )*(k+1)
109 pts2[bline[k]] = (cc*lpt [0]+(1 -cc)*rpt[0],
110 cc*lpt [1]+(1 -cc)*rpt [1])
111 if sp is True:
112 M._cached_info[’plot_positions ’] = pts2
113 # track limits [xmin ,xmax ,ymin ,ymax]
114 pl = [list(x) for x in pts2.values ()]
115 lims = tracklims ([None , None , None , None], [pt[0] for pt in pl],
116 [pt[1] for pt in pl])
117 bline.extend(B1)
118 ptsx , ptsy , x_i , y_i = createline(pts2 , bline , lineorders1)
119 lims = tracklims(lims , x_i , y_i)
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120 G += line(zip(x_i , y_i), color=’black’, thickness =3, zorder =1)
121 pels = [p for p in pts2.keys() if any([M1.rank([p, q]) == 1
122 for q in P])]
123 allpts = [list(pts2[i]) for i in M.groundset ()]
124 xpts = [float(k[0]) for k in allpts]
125 ypts = [float(k[1]) for k in allpts]
126 G += points(zip(xpts , ypts), color=Color(’#BDBDBD ’), size =300,
127 zorder =2)
128 for i in pts2:
129 if i not in pels:
130 pt = list(pts2[i])
131 G += text(i, (float(pt[0]), float(pt[1])), color=’black’,
132 fontsize =13)
133 else:
134 if M._cached_info is None or \
135 ’plot_positions ’ not in M._cached_info.keys() or \
136 M._cached_info[’plot_positions ’] is None:
137 (pts , trilines ,
138 nontripts , curvedlines) = it(M1 , B1,
139 list(set(M.groundset ())-set(B1)),
140 list(set(L) | set(P)))
141 pts2 = addnontripts ([B1[0], B1[1], B1[2]], nontripts , pts)
142 trilines.extend(curvedlines)
143 else:
144 pts2 = M._cached_info[’plot_positions ’]
145 trilines = [list(set(list(x)). difference(L | P))
146 for x in M1.flats (2)
147 if len(list(x)) >= 3]
148 pl = [list(x) for x in pts2.values ()]
149 lims = tracklims ([None , None , None , None], [pt[0] for pt in pl],
150 [pt[1] for pt in pl])
151 j = 0
152 # dealing with lines
153 # Colors chosen by distance in hue circle. More colors will be to difficult for the eye to comprehend ,
154 # other lines will be grey to differ from the usual black
155 coll = [’red’, ’green’, ’purple ’, ’yellow ’, ’blue’, ’orange ’]
156 coli = 0
157 for ll in trilines:
158 ll.sort()
159 trilines = list(set(map(tuple , trilines )))
160 for ll in trilines:
161 if len(ll) >= 3:
162 ptsx , ptsy , x_i , y_i = createline(pts2 , ll, lineorders1)
163 lims = tracklims(lims , x_i , y_i)
164 if pc in ll:
165 G += line(zip(x_i , y_i), color=coll[coli], thickness=3, zorder =1)
166 coli += 1
167 if coli is len(coll):
168 coll = [’grey’]
169 else:
170 G += line(zip(x_i , y_i), color=’black’, thickness =3, zorder =1)
171 pels = [p for p in pts2.keys() if any([M1.rank([p, q]) == 1
172 for q in P])]
173 allpts = [list(pts2[i]) for i in M.groundset ()]
174 xpts = [float(k[0]) for k in allpts]
175 ypts = [float(k[1]) for k in allpts]
176 G += points(zip(xpts , ypts), color=Color(’#BDBDBD ’), size =300,
177 zorder =2)
178 for i in pts2:
179 if i not in pels:
180 pt = list(pts2[i])
181 G += text(i, (float(pt[0]), float(pt[1])), color=’black’,
182 fontsize =13)
183 if sp is True:
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184 M1._cached_info[’plot_positions ’] = pts2
185 M1._cached_info[’plot_lineorders ’] = lineorders1
186 # deal with loops and parallel elements
187 G, lims = addlp(M1, M, L, P, pts2 , G, lims)
188 G.axes(False)
189 G.axes_range(xmin=lims [0]-0.5, xmax=lims [1]+0.5 , ymin=lims [2]-0.5,
190 ymax=lims [3]+0.5)
191 return G

B. Default Placement Method code

The following constructors of the catalog have been altered to assure the default place-
ment.

1 def Q6():
2 """
3 Return the matroid ‘Q_6 ‘, represented over ‘GF(4)‘.
4
5 The matroid ‘Q_6 ‘ is a 6-element matroid of rank -3.
6 It is representable over a field if and only if that field has at least
7 four elements. It is the unique relaxation of the rank -3 whirl.
8 See [Oxley]_, p. 641.
9

10 EXAMPLES ::
11
12 SAGE: from SAGE.matroids.advanced import setprint
13 SAGE: M = matroids.named_matroids.Q6(); M
14 Q6: Quaternary matroid of rank 3 on 6 elements
15 SAGE: setprint(M.hyperplanes ())
16 [{’a’, ’b’, ’d’}, {’a’, ’c’}, {’a’, ’e’}, {’a’, ’f ’}, {’b’, ’c’, ’e’},
17 {’b’, ’f’}, {’c’, ’d’}, {’c’, ’f ’}, {’d’, ’e ’}, {’d’, ’f’},
18 {’e’, ’f ’}]
19 SAGE: M.nonspanning_circuits () == M.noncospanning_cocircuits ()
20 False
21 """
22 F = GF(4, ’x’)
23 x = F.gens ()[0]
24 A = Matrix(F, [
25 [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1],
26 [0, 1, 0, 1, 1, x],
27 [0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1]
28 ])
29 M = QuaternaryMatroid(A, ’abcdef ’)
30 M.rename(’Q6: ’ + repr(M))
31 pos={’b’:(-1,0), ’e’:(0,0.5), ’c’:(1,1), ’d’:(0,-0.5), ’a’:(1,-1), ’f’:(1.5 ,0)}
32 M._fix_positions(pos_dict=pos)
33 return M
34
35
36 def P6():
37 """
38 Return the matroid ‘P_6 ‘, represented as circuit closures.
39
40 The matroid ‘P_6 ‘ is a 6-element matroid of rank -3.
41 It is representable over a field if and only if that field has at least
42 five elements.
43 It is the unique relaxation of ‘Q_6 ‘.
44 It is an excluded minor for the class of quaternary matroids.
45 See [Oxley]_, p. 641.
46
47 EXAMPLES ::
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48
49 SAGE: M = matroids.named_matroids.P6(); M
50 P6: Matroid of rank 3 on 6 elements with circuit -closures
51 {2: {{’a’, ’b’, ’c ’}}, 3: {{’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f ’}}}
52 SAGE: len(set(M.nonspanning_circuits ()). difference(M.nonbases ())) == 0
53 True
54 SAGE: Matroid(matrix=random_matrix(GF(4, ’a’), ncols=5,
55 ....: nrows =5)). has_minor(M)
56 False
57 SAGE: M.is_valid ()
58 True
59 """
60 E = ’abcdef ’
61 CC = {
62 2: [’abc’],
63 3: [E]
64 }
65 M = CircuitClosuresMatroid(groundset=E, circuit_closures=CC)
66 M.rename(’P6: ’ + repr(M))
67 pos={’a’: ( -1.39430090009295 , 0.805000000000000) , ’c’: (1.39430090009295 , 0.805000000000000) , ’b’: ( -0.000000000000000 , 0.805000000000000) , ’e’: ( -0.000000000000000 , -1.61000000000000) , ’d’: (1.39430090009295 , -0.805000000000000) , ’f’: ( -1.39430090009295 , -0.805000000000000)}
68 M._fix_positions(pos_dict=pos)
69 return M
70
71
72 def R6():
73 """
74 Return the matroid ‘R_6 ‘, represented over ‘GF(3)‘.
75
76 The matroid ‘R_6 ‘ is a 6-element matroid of rank -3.
77 It is representable over a field if and only if that field has at least
78 three elements.
79 It is isomorphic to the 2-sum of two copies of ‘U_{2, 4}‘.
80 See [Oxley]_, p. 642.
81
82 EXAMPLES ::
83
84 SAGE: M = matroids.named_matroids.R6(); M
85 R6: Ternary matroid of rank 3 on 6 elements , type 2+
86 SAGE: M.equals(M.dual ())
87 True
88 SAGE: M.is_connected ()
89 True
90 SAGE: M.is_3connected ()
91 False
92 """
93 A = Matrix(GF(3), [
94 [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1],
95 [0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1],
96 [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 2]
97 ])
98 M = TernaryMatroid(A, ’abcdef ’)
99 M.rename(’R6: ’ + repr(M))

100 pos={’a’:(-1,0), ’e’:(0,0), ’b’:(1,0), ’d’:(-1,1), ’f’:(0,1), ’c’:(1 ,1)}
101 M._fix_positions(pos_dict=pos)
102 return M
103
104
105 def BetsyRoss ():
106 """
107 Return the Betsy Ross matroid , represented by circuit closures.
108
109 An extremal golden -mean matroid.
110 That is, if ‘M‘ is simple , rank 3, has the Betsy Ross matroid as a
111 restriction and is a Golden Mean matroid , then ‘M‘ is the Betsy Ross
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112 matroid.
113
114 EXAMPLES ::
115
116 SAGE: M = matroids.named_matroids.BetsyRoss ()
117 SAGE: len(M.circuit_closures ()[2])
118 10
119 SAGE: M.is_valid () # long time
120 True
121 """
122 E = ’abcdefghijk ’
123 CC = {
124 2: [’acfg’, ’bdgh’, ’cehi’, ’befj’, ’adij’, ’dfk’, ’egk’, ’ahk’, ’bik’, ’cjk’],
125 3: [E]
126 }
127 M = CircuitClosuresMatroid(groundset=E, circuit_closures=CC)
128 M.rename(’BetsyRoss: ’ + repr(M))
129 pos={’a’: (0.000000000000000 , 1.61000000000000) , ’c’: (0.946334256190882 , -1.30251736094367) , ’b’: (1.53120099123520 , 0.497517360943665) , ’e’: ( -1.53120099123520 , 0.497517360943665) , ’d’: ( -0.946334256190882 , -1.30251736094367) , ’g’: (0.590718333102580 , -0.191936021350899) , ’f’: (0.365084007635076 , 0.502495027562079) , ’i’: ( -0.590718333102580 , -0.191936021350899) , ’h’: (0.000000000000000 , -0.621118012422360) , ’k’: (0, 0), ’j’: ( -0.365084007635076 , 0.502495027562079)}
130 M._fix_positions(pos_dict=pos)
131 return M
132
133
134 def P7():
135 """
136 Return the matroid ‘P_7 ‘, represented over ‘GF(3)‘.
137
138 The matroid ‘P_7 ‘ is a 7-element matroid of rank -3.
139 It is representable over a field if and only if that field has at least
140 3 elements.
141 It is one of two ternary 3-spikes , with the other being ‘F_7^-‘.
142 See [Oxley]_, p. 644.
143
144 EXAMPLES ::
145
146 SAGE: M = matroids.named_matroids.P7(); M
147 P7: Ternary matroid of rank 3 on 7 elements , type 1+
148 SAGE: M.f_vector ()
149 [1, 7, 11, 1]
150 SAGE: M.has_minor(matroids.CompleteGraphic (4))
151 False
152 SAGE: M.is_valid ()
153 True
154 """
155 A = Matrix(GF(3), [
156 [1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0],
157 [0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1],
158 [0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1]
159 ])
160 M = TernaryMatroid(A, ’abcdefg ’)
161 M.rename(’P7: ’ + repr(M))
162 pos={’a’: (0, 1), ’c’: (1, -1), ’b’: (-1, -1), ’e’: (-0.5, 0), ’d’: (0, 0), ’f’: (0.5, 0), ’g’: (0,-1)}
163 M._fix_positions(pos_dict=pos)
164 return M
165
166
167 def Pappus ():
168 """
169 Return the Pappus matroid.
170
171 The Pappus matroid is a 9-element matroid of rank -3.
172 It is representable over a field if and only if that field either has 4
173 elements or more than 7 elements.
174 It is an excluded minor for the class of GF(5)- representable matroids.
175 See [Oxley]_, p. 655.
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176
177 EXAMPLES ::
178
179 SAGE: from SAGE.matroids.advanced import setprint
180 SAGE: M = matroids.named_matroids.Pappus (); M
181 Pappus: Matroid of rank 3 on 9 elements with circuit -closures
182 {2: {{’a’, ’b’, ’c’}, {’a’, ’f’, ’h’}, {’c’, ’e’, ’g’},
183 {’b’, ’f’, ’g ’}, {’c’, ’d’, ’h’}, {’d’, ’e’, ’f ’},
184 {’a’, ’e’, ’i ’}, {’b’, ’d’, ’i’}, {’g’, ’h’, ’i ’}},
185 3: {{’a’, ’b’, ’c’, ’d’, ’e’, ’f’, ’g’, ’h’, ’i ’}}}
186 SAGE: setprint(M.nonspanning_circuits ())
187 [{’a’, ’b’, ’c’}, {’a’, ’f’, ’h ’}, {’c’, ’e’, ’g’}, {’b’, ’f’, ’g ’},
188 {’c’, ’d’, ’h ’}, {’b’, ’d’, ’i’}, {’a’, ’e’, ’i ’}, {’d’, ’e’, ’f’},
189 {’g’, ’h’, ’i ’}]
190 SAGE: M.is_dependent ([’d’, ’e’, ’f ’])
191 True
192 SAGE: M.is_valid () # long time
193 True
194 """
195 E = ’abcdefghi ’
196 CC = {
197 2: [’abc’, ’def’, ’ceg’, ’bfg’, ’cdh’, ’afh’, ’bdi’, ’aei’, ’ghi’],
198 3: [E]
199 }
200 M = CircuitClosuresMatroid(groundset=E, circuit_closures=CC)
201 M.rename(’Pappus: ’ + repr(M))
202 pos = {’d’: (0, 0), ’e’: (1, 0), ’f’: (2, 0), ’c’: (0.5, 1), ’b’: (1, 1), ’a’: (1.5, 1), ’g’: (0, 2), ’h’: (1,2), ’i’: (2,2)}
203 M._fix_positions(pos_dict=pos)
204 return M

C. Random Placement Method code

The following method in matroid plot helpers contains the algorithm used for the Ran-
dom Placement Method.

1 def randomPointPlacement(M1):
2 """
3 Return list of random point placement , while still remaining certain distance between points.
4
5 INPUT:
6
7 - ‘‘M1‘‘ -- matroid of which point placement is wished
8
9 OUTPUT:

10
11 A list containing the positioning of the points.
12
13 EXAMPLES ::
14
15
16 .. NOTE::
17
18 This method does NOT do any checks.
19 """
20 pts2 = {}
21 l = len(M1.groundset ())
22 finishedpts =[]
23 r_2 = 4.0/(l*np.pi)
24 for pt in M1.groundset ():
25 x = 2*np.random.random_sample () - 1
26 y = 2*np.random.random_sample () - 1
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27 while any(np.power(x-pts2[a][0] ,2)+np.power(y-pts2[a][1],2)<r_2 for a in finishedpts ):
28 x = 2 * np.random.random_sample () - 1
29 y = 2 * np.random.random_sample () - 1
30 pts2[pt] = (x, y)
31 finishedpts.append(pt)
32 return pts2

D. Line Adjustment Method code

The following methods in the class matroid plot helpers contain the algorithms to draw
lines that avoid false incidents. Other changes in the class matroid needed to carry
variables are not displayed.

1 def createline(ptsdict , ll , lineorders2=None , adj=False):
2 """
3 Return ordered lists of co-ordinates of points to be traversed to draw a
4 2D line.
5
6 INPUT:
7
8 - ‘‘ptsdict ‘‘ -- A dictionary containing keys and their (x,y) position as
9 values.

10 - ‘‘ll‘‘ -- A list of keys in ‘‘ptsdict ‘‘ through which a line is to be
11 drawn.
12 - ‘‘lineorders2 ‘‘-- (optional) A list of ordered lists of keys in
13 ‘‘ptsdict ‘‘ such that if ll is setwise same as any of these then points
14 corresponding to values of the keys will be traversed in that order thus
15 overriding internal order deciding heuristic.
16 - ‘‘adj ‘‘ -- (optional) Option which will try to avoid false indices of
17 lines with other points.
18
19 OUTPUT:
20
21 A tuple containing 4 elements in this order:
22
23 1. Ordered list of x-coordinates of values of keys in ‘‘ll ‘‘ specified in
24 ptsdict.
25 2. Ordered list of y-coordinates of values of keys in ‘‘ll ‘‘ specified
26 in ptsdict.
27 3. Ordered list of interpolated x-coordinates of points through which a
28 line can be drawn.
29 4. Ordered list of interpolated y-coordinates of points through which a
30 line can be drawn.
31
32 EXAMPLES ::
33
34 SAGE: from SAGE.matroids import matroids_plot_helpers
35 SAGE: ptsdict={’a ’:(1,3),’b ’:(2,1),’c ’:(4,5),’d ’:(5,2)}
36 SAGE: x,y,x_i ,y_i=matroids_plot_helpers.createline(ptsdict ,
37 ....: [’a’,’b’,’c’,’d ’])
38 SAGE: print [len(x),len(y),len(x_i),len(y_i)]
39 [4, 4, 100, 100]
40 SAGE: G = line(zip(x_i , y_i),color=’black ’,thickness=3,zorder =1)
41 SAGE: G+= points(zip(x, y), color=’black ’, size =300, zorder =2)
42 SAGE: G.show()
43 SAGE: x,y,x_i ,y_i=matroids_plot_helpers.createline(ptsdict ,
44 ....: [’a’,’b’,’c’,’d ’],lineorders2 =[[’b’,’a’,’c’,’d’],
45 ....: [’p’,’q’,’r’,’s ’]])
46 SAGE: print [len(x),len(y),len(x_i),len(y_i)]
47 [4, 4, 100, 100]
48 SAGE: G = line(zip(x_i , y_i),color=’black ’,thickness=3,zorder =1)
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49 SAGE: G+= points(zip(x, y), color=’black ’, size =300, zorder =2)
50 SAGE: G.show()
51
52 .. NOTE::
53
54 This method does NOT do any checks.
55
56 """
57 x, lo = line_hasorder(ll , lineorders2)
58 flip = False
59 if x is False:
60 # convert dictionary to list of lists
61 linepts = [list(ptsdict[i]) for i in ll]
62 xpts = [x[0] for x in linepts]
63 ypts = [y[1] for y in linepts]
64 xdim = (float(max(xpts))-float(min(xpts )))
65 ydim = (float(max(ypts))-float(min(ypts )))
66 if xdim > ydim:
67 sortedind = sorted(range(len(xpts)), key=lambda k: float(xpts[k]))
68 else:
69 sortedind = sorted(range(len(ypts)), key=lambda k: float(ypts[k]))
70 flip = True
71 sortedlinepts = [linepts[i] for i in sortedind]
72 sortedx = [k[0] for k in sortedlinepts]
73 sortedy = [k[1] for k in sortedlinepts]
74 else:
75 linepts = [list(ptsdict[i]) for i in lo]
76 sortedx = [k[0] for k in linepts]
77 sortedy = [k[1] for k in linepts]
78 x_i , y_i = [], []
79 for k,pt in enumerate(zip(sortedx ,sortedy )):
80 x_i_temp , y_i_temp = [], []
81 if k == 0 and k + 2 == len(linepts ):
82 x_0 = pt[0]
83 x_1 = sortedx[k + 1] - pt[0]
84 y_0 = pt[1]
85 y_1 = sortedy[k + 1] - pt[1]
86 x_i_temp =[]
87 y_i_temp =[]
88 for i in range(0, 100):
89 x_i_temp.append(x_0 + i / 100.0 * x_1)
90 y_i_temp.append(y_0 + i / 100.0 * y_1)
91 elif k == 0:
92 norm_b = np.power(np.power(sortedx[k + 2] - pt[0] ,2)+np.power(sortedy[k + 2] - pt[1] ,2) ,0.5)
93 x_dev_b = (sortedx[k + 2] - pt[0]) / norm_b
94 y_dev_b = (sortedy[k + 2] - pt[1]) / norm_b
95 x_0 = pt[0]
96 x_1 = 2* sortedx[k + 1] - 2*pt[0] - x_dev_b
97 x_2 = x_dev_b - sortedx[k + 1] + pt[0]
98 y_0 = pt[1]
99 y_1 = 2 * sortedy[k + 1] - 2 * pt[1] - y_dev_b

100 y_2 = y_dev_b - sortedy[k + 1] + pt[1]
101 for i in range (0 ,100):
102 x_i_temp.append(x_0 + i / 100.0 * x_1 + np.power(i / 100.0 , 2) * x_2)
103 y_i_temp.append(y_0 + i / 100.0 * y_1 + np.power(i / 100.0 , 2) * y_2)
104 elif k + 2 == len(linepts ):
105 norm_a = np.power(np.power(sortedx[k + 1] - sortedx[k - 1], 2) +\
106 np.power(sortedy[k + 1] - sortedy[k - 1], 2), 0.5)
107 x_dev_a = (sortedx[k + 1] - sortedx[k - 1]) / norm_a
108 y_dev_a = (sortedy[k + 1] - sortedy[k - 1]) / norm_a
109 x_0 = pt[0]
110 x_1 = x_dev_a
111 x_2 = sortedx[k + 1] - pt[0] - x_dev_a
112 y_0 = pt[1]
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113 y_1 = y_dev_a
114 y_2 = sortedy[k + 1] - pt[1] - y_dev_a
115 for i in range(0, 100):
116 x_i_temp.append(x_0 + i / 100.0 * x_1 + np.power(i / 100.0 , 2) * x_2)
117 y_i_temp.append(y_0 + i / 100.0 * y_1 + np.power(i / 100.0 , 2) * y_2)
118 elif k + 1 != len(linepts ):
119 norm_b = np.power(np.power(sortedx[k + 2] - pt[0], 2) + np.power(sortedy[k + 2] - pt[1], 2), 0.5)
120 x_dev_b = (sortedx[k + 2] - pt[0]) / norm_b
121 y_dev_b = (sortedy[k + 2] - pt[1]) / norm_b
122 norm_a = np.power(np.power(sortedx[k + 1] - sortedx[k - 1], 2) +\
123 np.power(sortedy[k + 1] - sortedy[k - 1], 2), 0.5)
124 x_dev_a = (sortedx[k + 1] - sortedx[k - 1]) / norm_a
125 y_dev_a = (sortedy[k + 1] - sortedy[k - 1]) / norm_a
126 x_0 = pt[0]
127 x_1 = x_dev_a
128 x_2 = 3 * sortedx[k + 1] - 3 * pt[0] - 2 * x_dev_a - x_dev_b
129 x_3 = x_dev_b + x_dev_a - 2 * sortedx[k + 1] + 2 * pt[0]
130 y_0 = pt[1]
131 y_1 = y_dev_a
132 y_2 = 3 * sortedy[k + 1] - 3 * pt[1] - 2 * y_dev_a - y_dev_b
133 y_3 = y_dev_b + y_dev_a - 2 * sortedy[k + 1] + 2 * pt[1]
134 for i in range(0, 100):
135 x_i_temp.append(x_0 + i / 100.0 * x_1 + np.power(i / 100.0 , 2) * x_2 + np.power(i / 100.0, 3) * x_3)
136 y_i_temp.append(y_0 + i / 100.0 * y_1 + np.power(i / 100.0 , 2) * y_2 + np.power(i / 100.0, 3) * y_3)
137
138 #adjustingline
139 if adj:
140 notll =[]
141 for pt2 in ptsdict:
142 if pt2 not in ll:
143 notll.append(pt2)
144 notlinepts = [list(ptsdict[i]) for i in notll]
145 for pt2 in notlinepts:
146 try:
147 #distance chosen relatively to the points on the line.
148 d = min(np.power(pt[0]-pt2 [0] ,2)+np.power(pt[1]-pt2[1],2),
149 np.power(sortedx[k+1]-pt2 [0] ,2)+np.power(sortedy[k+1]-pt2 [1] ,2) ,2.0)/9.0
150 if not greaterdistance(pt2 , x_i_temp , y_i_temp , d):
151 #flip is used to chose to which side to adjust
152 if flip:
153 x_i_add = []
154 #adjustment function
155 for i in range(0, 100):
156 x_i_add.append(np.power(i / 100.0, 2) * np.power (1 - i / 100.0 , 2))
157 #using binary search to find how many times adjustment function is added.
158 v_temp , v = 0, 1
159 while not greaterdistance(pt2 , map(add , x_i_temp , [v * i for i in x_i_add]), y_i_temp , d):
160 if v>0:
161 v = -v
162 v_temp = -v_temp
163 else:
164 v = 2*-v
165 v_temp = -v
166 for _ in range (10):
167 v_3 = (v+v_temp )/2.0
168 if greaterdistance(pt2 , map(add , x_i_temp , [v_3 * i for i in x_i_add]), y_i_temp , d):
169 v = v_3
170 else:
171 v_temp = v_3
172 x_i_temp = map(add , x_i_temp , [v * i for i in x_i_add ])
173 else:
174 y_i_add = []
175 for i in range (0 ,100):
176 y_i_add.append(np.power(i / 100.0, 2) * np.power (1 - i / 100.0 , 2))
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177 #using binary search to find how many time adjustment function is added.
178 v_temp , v = 0, 1
179 while not greaterdistance(pt2 , x_i_temp , map(add , y_i_temp , [v * i for i in y_i_add]), d):
180 if v>0:
181 v = -v
182 v_temp =-v_temp
183 else:
184 v= 2*-v
185 v_temp = -v
186 for _ in range (10):
187 v_3 = (v + v_temp) / 2.0
188 if greaterdistance(pt2 , x_i_temp , map(add , y_i_temp , [v_3 * i for i in y_i_add]), d):
189 v = v_3
190 else:
191 v_temp = v_3
192 y_i_temp = map(add , y_i_temp , [v * i for i in y_i_add ])
193 except:
194 #in cases at the end of the line we won’t get a valid input for d, other cases give are unexpected.
195 if k+1 != len(linepts ):
196 print "Came accross unexpected fault while trying to avoid unjust indices."
197 x_i.extend(x_i_temp)
198 y_i.extend(y_i_temp)
199 return sortedx , sortedy , x_i , y_i
200
201
202 def greaterdistance(pt, line_x , line_y , d_2):
203 """
204 Return if the distance from a point pt to a line is greater then a set distance (squared !)d
205
206 Args:
207 pt: The coordinates of the point
208 line_x: a list containing the x coordinates of a line
209 line_y: a list containing the y coordinates of a line
210 d_2: the square of the wanted distance
211
212 Returns:
213 Boolean
214
215 """
216 temp = [np.power(pt[0]- line_x[i],2) + np.power(pt[1]- line_y[i],2) for i in range(0,len(line_x ))]
217 return min(temp)>d_2
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